HEARING LOSS: ATTENDANCE ACROSS MULTICENTRES, WHERE IS IT HEADING?
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Abstract

Objective
To determine the trends of hearing loss by using data from different tertiary centres across Europe and Canada.

Methods
The number of attendances from April 2012 until April 2015 to the Departments of Audiology in four different tertiary centres located in Canada, Croatia, Germany and the UK were collected retrospectively. Additionally, where available, similar data from 10 years ago were collected.

Results
A significant upward trend in attendances was seen in the German and Croatian centres over the last decade whilst the Canadian centre demonstrated a decline. In all countries, the number of attendances have plateaued. Within the UK centre, the annual cost of hearing aids exceeds £1.5 million for a catchment area of 1.16 million people.

Conclusions
These trends may represent the earlier detection of hearing loss, increased societal awareness and improvements in safety to reduce work-induced noise pollution.

Abbreviations: NHS (National Health Service), UK (United Kingdom)

Introduction

Thought to affect 16% of the population in Europe, hearing impairment is a big issue throughout the Western World. The World Health Organisation defines hearing impairment as hearing loss greater than 25 dB. Despite this, many Countries choose to adopt their own criteria. Within the United Kingdom (UK), the British Society of Audiology defines hearing impairment as hearing loss greater than 20 dB. Thus, varying standards exist to diagnose hearing impairment.

The prevalence and severity of hearing impairment increases with age with 90% of individuals over 80 years reporting some degree of hearing impairment.1With the average life expectancy within Europe steadily increasing, the incidence of hearing impairment is thought to likewise increase. This places a significant burden upon the healthcare sector in regards to diagnosis and treatment. Alongside this, hearing impairment is reported to have detrimental psychological, educational, employment and cognitive effect as well as causing an overall reduction in quality of life.1 All of these have a corresponding effect upon service provision and finance thus impact on economy strategies for hearing impairment.
Hearing aids are the mainstay of management and treatment of hearing impairment due to presbycusis. Within Europe, public funding through government and social security funds makes up the majority of healthcare expenditure. Despite this, most European Countries do not offer hearing aids on the public sector. The cost of a hearing aid can be subsidised if the individual meets specific criteria however this remains Country specific. Within Finland, Italy, Ireland and the UK, hearing aids are covered by the public sector and so remain free of charge.

We aimed to discover the trends and estimated cost of hearing impairment over the last few years across four different tertiary centres of Otolaryngology/Audiology within Europe and Canada and to also compare this trend with previous years, wherever available.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**
A multicentre retrospective study design was used. Ethical approval was not required for this study as information was collected for audit purposes.

**Data Collection and Analysis**
Data were collected retrospectively from databases within four tertiary Otolaryngology/Audiology centres between the period April 2012 and April 2015. The centres were located in Ottawa-Canada, Zagreb-Croatia, Frankfurt-Germany and Glasgow-UK. Due to the diversities between these centres, the data provided depended on the access to the local databases and the period covered.

Specifically; the Canadian centre covered two hospitals with a total population of 883,391.8. The data collected included the number of attendances to Audiology from 2012-2014 as well as in 1999 and 2001 in order to compare trends.

The Croatian centre covered the University hospital population and the city population of 790,017.8. This centre also accepted referrals out with the city population and thus catchment area. The number of attendances to Audiology from 2012-2014 was also collected alongside data from 2005.

The German centre covered the University hospital population and a population of 732,688.8. However, this population is also covered by another centre that was not involved in our study. The University department also accepts referrals from a wide geographical catchment area. Data collected from the German centre also included from 2012-2014 as well as data from 1997 until 2011 (18-year period).

The UK tertiary centre (the co-ordinating centre) covers a total of eight hospitals with a catchment population of 1.16 million people.8 Data available included from 2012-2014 as well as for 2015. Detailed data from the past decade was not available but a gross estimation of the workload within Audiology over this time was provided. Finally, data related to the number of hearing aids, the costs and the access to hearing aids through the public sector were also collected.

**Analysis**
The data were then recorded into a spreadsheet using Microsoft Excel 2015 v15.13.1 by a research lead from each individual hospital. The data from each centre were then collected and sent to a research lead within the UK. It was organised into line graphs to determine the trends occurring over time and further analysed. Student T-test was used to compare the numbers over the years; p<0.05 was considered significant.

**RESULTS**

**Canada**
The Department of Audiology within the Canadian centre received a total of 15,123 attendances during the three-year period. In 2012 there were 4,734 attendances, in 2013 there were 4,709 and in 2014 there were 5,680 attendances to Audiology. These figures were, however, lower than previous years as 1999 and 2001 had more than 8,000 attendances (p<0.001). The number of individuals attending the auditory brainstem response clinic...
has also decreased over the years from 1,022 in 2001 to 599 in 2012 (p<0.001). The overall number of individuals attending for hearing aid evaluation has decreased over the years from originally 1,003 in 1999 to 204 in 2014 (p<0.001). Likewise, this has represented a decrease in individuals requiring a follow-up hearing aid appointment. Figure 1 demonstrates these data.

Croatia
During the three-year period, there were a total of 27,710 attendances to Audiology within the Croatian centre. The numbers have increased dramatically since 2005 where only 4,732 individuals attended. In 2012, there were 9,590 attendances to Audiology (p<0.001 compared to 2005), 2013 received 10,740 and 2014 received 10,630. Within Croatia, the cost of hearing aids is between €265 – 2389 with the insurance companies subsidising €398 (personal communication). The number of individuals attending Audiology with a hearing aid has remained similar over the years from 553 in 2012 to 528 in 2015. This, however, has almost doubled since 2005 were only 278 individuals presented for a hearing aid (p<0.001) (Fig. 2).

Germany
A total number of 23,740 attended Audiology within the German tertiary centre throughout this three-year period. In 2012 there were 7,832 attendances, in 2013 there were 7,768 and 8,140 in 2014. These numbers have increased significantly since 1997 when the number of referrals was just higher than 2000 (p<0.001) (Fig. 3). Figure 3 also demonstrates the upward trend in the number of individuals attending speech audio over the last 18 years.

United Kingdom
From January 2012 until December 2015 there were 129,857 referrals made to the Department of Audiology within the UK centre. This figure has increased marginally over time from 32,299 in 2012 to 32,446 in 2013 and finally 32,690 in 2014. In 2012, there were 12,400 individuals referred for a hearing aid fitting with this number increasing to 14,708 in 2014. Figure 4 demonstrates this change. In fact, in 2012, 23,066 hearing aids were prescribed to individuals costing a total of £1,427,316. This has increased to a total of 29,884 hearing aids (p=0.008) prescribed in 2014 costing £1,481,439 (better negotiated price).

DISCUSSION
Hearing loss affects a significant number of the population in developed countries with its incidence dramatically increasing with age (Eurostat Statistics Explained, 2015a). We collected and analysed data from tertiary referral centres across four different countries; three in Europe and one centre in Canada. We demonstrated the increasing trends in referrals and attendances for hearing assessment within Europe over the last decade, whilst recent years show that these numbers are beginning to level off. Interestingly data from Ottawa over the last ten years have shown a decrease in these numbers. The associated costs are thus dramatic, especially considering that these only represent part of the problem and do not cover the cost of assessment and treatment.

Trends, Workload and Cost
The comparison of data from European centres over previous years, shows a significant increase in the workload within the Departments of Audiology. This is more clearly seen in Frankfurt and Zagreb, where data gathered includes that of 10 years ago. This stepwise increase has gradually reached a plateau. The data from Glasgow demonstrates a marginal increase in numbers with the number of individuals being referred to Audiology starting to level off. Conversely in Ottawa, a drop in attendances has occurred since 1999. Despite this, data from the last 3 years also demonstrates a plateau, as seen in the European centres. Therefore, despite the initial differences seen over a decade ago, all centres have reached a plateau in overall numbers.

An increase in the number of attendances to Audiology could be reflected by the increase in life expectancy in these countries as well as the increase in societal awareness of hearing impairment. Thus, individuals may be more keen to seek out appropriate management and treatment. Alongside this, the introduction of the ‘Directive 2003/10/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 February 2003 on the minimum health and safety requirements regarding the exposure of workers to the risks arising from physical agents (noise)’, has
further increased societal awareness of the consequences of work-related noise pollution. This indicates the
necessity for the public health sector to deal with the increased demand for assessment and management. With
regards to the importance of the measures targeting work-induced hearing loss, implemented in Europe around
2003, it is possible that we are gradually seeing the first results.13

A review by Pawlaczyk-Luszczynska et al. on noise-induced hearing loss from 1970 to 2012 in Central and
Eastern Europe, South-East Europe and former Soviet Union countries or Newly Independent States, showed
that despite extensive literature, noise-induced hearing loss is a complex issue that is difficult to estimate.
Nowadays, new determined parameters exist to ascertain employers monitor and reduce noise exposure, provide
personal protection for employees and ensure a weekly noise exposure level limit of 87 dB.10 Consequently, the
incidence of hearing impairment due to work-related noise pollution should be on the decrease resulting in an
overall reduction in the incidence of hearing impairment. With effective hearing impairment prevention as well
as early detection, referral and management, the overall incidence of hearing impairment should level off. What
we see in our results might well reflect the outcome of the work-induced deafness preventing measures. The
implemented measures can well explain, along with the increased public awareness and the significance of the
effect on individual quality of life, the observed plateau in our figures.

Associated costs
Hearing aids have greatly improved over the years with better outcomes and aesthetics.1 Additionally, the
evolution of cochlear implants and implantable hearing devices have radically changed the way we approach
and manage deafness. All of this has come with certain costs. In our study, we did not consider auditory
implants; we focused on hearing aids. Therefore, we have indicative figures on the cost of dealing with hearing
loss.

The data presented from the UK tertiary centre demonstrated that the cost attributable to hearing aids is
increasing and currently stands at nearly £1.5 million per year for a catchment area of 1.16 million people. This
figure only includes the cost associated with the hearing device and not that of assessment, fitting, accessories or
repairs. Thus, the cost attributable to hearing aids represents only one aspect of hearing impairment making the
overall cost within the Glasgow tertiary centre, far greater. The review work by Shield in 2006 showed that the
socioeconomic cost of hearing loss within Europe remains unknown and thus no estimation can be made into the
cost of hearing impairment in Europe.11 It is worth mentioning that expenses for hearing aids in the UK are
covered by the public sector, at least for the majority of hearing aids. This is not the case for the other centres in
Croatia, Germany and Canada, where only part of the cost is covered by the public sector.9 This, therefore,
seems to affect the access of patients to hearing aids and consequently their numbers.

Strengths and Weaknesses
We collected and analysed data from tertiary centres from Europe and Canada; the multicentre design is the
main strength of our study. The long time period, particularly from certain centres, adds value to the present
work and gives a better overview of the trend and workload over the last few years.

On the other hand, the retrospective design as well as extending the multicentre character, is the main limitation
of this study, mainly because data had to be collected in different centres using different databases. Additionally,
this study focuses solely on the numbers available in the public sector. Attendances to Audiology within the
private sector could not be estimated. In more private-orientated health systems, missing data might have
affected the presented numbers. However, the public sector is still the leading health provider in all participating
countries and the numbers presented should reflect the real trends. The meticulous collection of specific data,
considering simple questions and their cautious analysis were utilised in order to overcome such weaknesses.

CONCLUSION
Hearing impairment is a global health issue. The workload in the Departments of Audiology across Europe has
significantly increased over the years, whilst in Ottawa an opposite trend has been seen. Despite this, all
countries have showed a plateau in overall numbers. Expansion of our data to include forthcoming years at all
four tertiary centres will provide us with even clearer trends and help determine if the plateau seen is temporary
or not. These results combined with the presented associated costs should be considered when designing health policies.
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Figure 1: Total Number of Attendances to Audiology per year in the Canadian Centre; a decrease in numbers is followed by a plateau over the last three years

Figure 2: Total Number of Attendances to Audiology per year in the Croatian Centre showing the increase over the last decade
Figure 3: Total Number of Referrals to Audiology and Attendances for Speech Audio per year in the German Centre over the last 14 years; numbers are gradually levelling off.

Figure 4: Total Number of Attendances to Audiology per year in a UK Centre showing a plateau in the last three years.